
DEFINE hypothesis
DEFINE isomers, ions, isotopes
STATE what is tested in the process of science
STATE the type of bond that holds water molecules to one another
STATE the temperature at which water is most dense
STATE the type of fat that can lead to atherosclerosis
STATE how the 20 different amino acids very from each other
STATE the biological class of molecules that are enzymes
LIST the biological molecules (monomers or polymers) that contain nitrogen
LIST two functional groups always found in every amino acid
OUTLINE what it means for the pH scale to be logarithmic
OUTLINE the scientific method
OUTLINE a controlled experiment
OUTLINE the roles and functions of: lipids, carbohydrates, proteins and nucleic acids
OUTLINE the structure and composition of atoms in general
OUTLINE what it means when a solution has a pH of 7
DESCRIBE what happens at the molecular level when water evaporates
DESCRIBE the structure of a nucleotide
DESCRIBE how water dissolves a solute (at molecular level)
CALCULATE the difference in hydrogen ion concentrations between two solution with
                     two different pH’s
IDENTIFY a hydration shell from an illustration
IDENTIFY the class of biological molecules that are not true polymers
IDENTIFY a monomer in a list of polymers
IDENTIFY nitrogenous bases as either purines or pyrimidines
IDENTIFY a carbohydrate from it’s molecular formula
IDENTIFY a solution with the highest hydrogen ion concentration based upon its pH
IDENTIFY a type of fat by looking at its structural formula
COMPARE dehydration synthesis (condensation) reactions hydrolysis reactions
COMPARE the synthesis & decomposition of carbohydrates, proteins and nucleic acids
COMPARE hypotheses and theories
COMPARE hydrophilic and hydrophobic molecules
COMPARE DNA and RNA (structure)
COMPARE saturated and unsaturated fatty acids
COMPARE atomic number and mass number
EXPLAIN the importance of a control group
EXPLAIN hypothetical deductive reasoning
DEDUCE the number of protons, neutrons and electrons of an element using the
                periodic table
DEDUCE the electrical of a solute molecule based upon the orientation of water in a
                hydration shell
DETERMINE if atoms are isomers by comparing their mass numbers
PREDICT the % of a nitrogenous bases in DNA when given the % of any other
                 nitrogenous base in that same molecule of DNA
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